Tips for Living Life with More Fun

Ping TiSi Tec 5 Tips
Serious athletes like to play and love to win. That's why so many golfers choose the Ping TiSi Tec 5 wood.
The Ping TiSi Tec 5 really wood delivers in the fairway. What else would you expect from a company that never falls
short of its reputation? Ping has been at the forefront of golf equipment manufacturing for years, cranking out one
innovation after another.
The TiSi Tec models are among the latest in the lineup of Ping fairway woods, and they certainly meet the standard that
fans of Ping clubs have become accustomed to. Just like the driver of the same name, TiSi Tec fairway woods are
precisely cast following the unique Ping Chemical Milling Technology (CMTTM). This design mode ensures that all the
club heads are created with precise and appropriate wall thickness. Complimenting this innovation, Ping fabricates the
weight pads of their woods with an equally inspiring material, zirconium soleplate. This particular type of metal is 50
percent heavier than titanium. Along with the tungsten bottom weight, this weight design guarantees that every Ping
fairway wood model, including the TiSi Tec 5 wood, delivers precise ball spin and trajectory.
All Ping fairway woods feature unique club weight designs. For example, the #3 wood weight pads lie more toward the
club's face, guaranteeing the farthest shot. With a #7 wood, however, height and precision are the name of the game.
For this reason, Ping #7 woods have weight pads positioned farther in the back of the club. The #5 wood bears the
weight pads in the middle of the sole and feature the best of all qualities: spin, bounce, distance and trajectory.
Ping TiSi Tec 5 woods are available in a custom fit, as all Ping clubs should be. You can choose from a selection of shaft
lengths and flexibilities, face and lie angles, swing weights and even different grips. By the time you assemble all of your
choices, you will have your own unique fairway wood, and a club that will perfectly match your needs. No more hooks,
slices or hacks.
When you're serious about golf, you owe it to yourself to invest in a serious set of clubs. Pin TiSi Tec 5 woods deliver the
performance you need, so you can play to win.
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